Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Your One City Destination to All Business Success
Thoughtful Executive Services, Specially Catered Meeting Package and Room Deal Starting from HK$1,200 (US$155)
Flexibility, Relaxation and Productivity Here At Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong
Managed by Dorsett Hospitality International

(Hong Kong, 26 March 2013) Hong Kong is a dynamic city that welcomes business travellers from around the world with
appealing and unlimited business opportunities found here. Located right in the city centre, Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong
offers guests an array of business meeting amenities and packages tailored to their business needs to pave way for business
achievements. Exclusive business packages are available from as low as HK$1,200 (US$155) per room night for business guests
to wind down after a day of exhausting work.
Business Package Offers Seamless Communications, High Degree of Flexibility and Rejuvenating Relaxation
Cosmopolitan’s business package offers room deal starting from HK$1,200 (US$155)* with all-inclusive services such as 100MB
ultra high speed internet service (wired or wireless), complimentary in-room body massager and breakfast buffet. Guests can
also take advantage of the hotel’s famed 24-hour flexible check-in/out service ensuring a room is readily available anytime of
the day to make the most of their stay. Other benefits are daily US$16 allowance for laundry service per room, complimentary
shuttle bus service to 15 business and leisure locations including Times Square in Causeway Bay, Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre in Wan Chai, Pacific Place in Admiralty, IFC in Central and airport express Hong Kong station, etc. What’s more,
guests are entitled to a “networking hours” session to enjoy free flow of standard drinks and cocktails at Nooch Bar at Cosmo
Hotel Hong Kong, which is located right next door, daily from 5pm to 8 pm. We ensure that every effort we render helps to
broaden your connection circle and make your business bloom!

Another highlight - OSIM suite, ideal for executive travellers, is an extension of Executive Suite together with a fantastic
selection of massage equipment and purifiers that promise to instantly revive the most exhausted mind after rounds of
meetings. While SONY’s 3D entertainment suite features the latest audio-visual and entertainment set-up including a 46-inch 3D
LCD TV with 3D glasses and a 5.1 ch home theatre system. An addition of a personal 3D view in the master room allows viewing
of any 3D movies in a privacy setting – promises a “theatre in theatre” entertainment experience if two or more guests are
staying. The suite also includes a projector handycam so that immediate viewing of business-related videos and images on the
TV is made possible by transmitting the files through a SONY tablet. This could make sharing of meeting materials so much

easier even in your own room!

*Terms and conditions apply. More details available on www.cosmopolitanhotel.com.hk/business-package.html

The Right Location Makes Instant
The right location always makes impossible things possible. Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is located right in the central of
business district amid Wan Chai and Causeway Bay with only a 10-min ride away from Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition
Centre in Wan Chai where a majority of trade fairs and business activities are held in. Time is gold in the business world and to
ensure a hassle-free travelling experience for every guest, the hotel is also thoughtful enough to provide complimentary shuttle
bus service taking business guests to the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre and other major commercial locations
such as Pacific Place in Admiralty, International Finance Centre in Central and business offices in Quarry Bay.

Cosmopolitan offers versatile meeting venues spacious enough to accommodate up to 200 delegates in a 189 square metre’s
pillar-less Xih hua Room. Be your meeting in conference style or casual cocktail style, the hotel has prepared different meeting
packages to ensure your meeting runs as smooth as silk. Flexible choices of half-day or full-day packages are available starting
from HK$420 (US$54)* per head. A half-day meeting package includes a Chinese or Western luncheon with a coffee break
whereas a full-day meeting package includes an additional coffee break.

*Prices are subject to a 10% service charge.

From Meeting Room to Making Connection
Meeting room is an important place not only to talk business, it is also a place full of opportunities to meet your future business
partners! Our Xinhua Room sized at 189 square metres together with the other five meeting rooms are the perfect choices to
excel any meeting experience. The Xinhua Room is intelligently designed for conference and cocktail receptions while meeting
rooms are ideal venues for meetings of any kind and scale. Our meeting planners are dedicated to follow through the event and
to answer any ad hoc requests. At Cosmopolitan Hotel, we pledge to make the right meeting arrangement for you to make the
right business connection.

-End4-star Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is situated amid Wan Chai and Causeway Bay on Hong Kong Island giving its guests
convenient access to all business, shopping and sightseeing locations. The hotel is a mere 8-min walk from subway station / Time
Square and a 10-min drive from Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. Cosmopolitan offers 8 types of rooms and suites
sizing up to 48 sq. m. The signature Deluxe Course View Room offers a breathtaking view of the horse racing grounds and sport
field in front of the hotel. Complimentary shuttle bus service is available to 15 destinations via five routes and all rooms are
equipped with 100MB ultra high speed Wi-Fi Internet. Other facilities include the He Jiang restaurant that serves Huai-yeung
cuisine, the 3T Bar, a gym room and various meeting spaces.

Cosmopolitan Hotel Hong Kong is a Michelin-recommended most comfortable hotel three years in a row and is a TripAdvisor’s
Excellent Hotel Award winner in 2012. The recommendation accredits its outstanding service and comfortable stay environment
for global travellers. Cosmopolitan is managed by Dorsett Hospitality International and a member of WorldHotels.
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